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Abstract Independent populations subjected to similar

environments often exhibit convergent evolution. An unre-

solved question is the frequency with which such convergence

reflects parallel genetic mechanisms. We examined the con-

vergent evolution of egg-laying behavior in the seed-feeding

beetle Callosobruchus maculatus. Females avoid ovipositing

on seeds bearing conspecific eggs, but the degree of host

discrimination varies among geographic populations. In a

previous experiment, replicate lines switched from a small

host to a large one evolved reduced discrimination after 40

generations. We used line crosses to determine the genetic

architecture underlying this rapid response. The most parsi-

monious genetic models included dominance and/or epistasis

for all crosses. The genetic architecture underlying reduced

discrimination in two lines was not significantly different from

the architecture underlying differences between geographic

populations, but the architecture underlying the divergence of

a third line differed from all others. We conclude that con-

vergence of this complex trait may in some cases involve

parallel genetic mechanisms.

Keywords Callosobruchus � Dominance � Epistasis �
Host shift � Hybrid � Line cross � Oviposition preference

Introduction

When selection varies over space and gene flow is suffi-

ciently low, populations may exhibit local adaptation

(Kawecki and Ebert 2004). Some cases of local adaptation

have been used to support the idea that evolution can be

predictable; independent populations subjected to similar

environments often converge toward similar fitness-related

traits (Hoekstra et al. 2006; Losos et al. 1998; Protas et al.

2006; but see Bieri and Kawecki 2003). An unresolved

question is the frequency with which such convergence

reflects parallel genetic mechanisms (Arendt and Reznick

2008; Wood et al. 2005; Zhang and Kumar 1997). For traits

strongly influenced by one or a few genes, convergence

may require little genetic modification, and homoplasy

could arise from similar or even identical sequence-level

changes (Colosimo et al. 2005; Odeen and Hastad 2003;

Yokoyama et al. 2000). Many ecologically important traits

are influenced by multiple loci, however, and their evolu-

tion will depend on covariances with other fitness

components as well as genotype-by-environment interac-

tions (Forister et al. 2007; Mackay and Anholt 2007). For

these traits, there may be multiple genetic and develop-

mental pathways by which different populations respond to

similar challenges (Hoekstra and Nachman 2003; Stern and

Orgogozo 2008).

Experimental evolution studies have provided some of

the best evidence of the genetic basis of convergent evo-

lution within species (Matos et al. 2004; Teotónio et al.

2004). For example, shifting replicate microbial popula-

tions to novel environments can produce repeatable

modification of traits, through either similar or distinct

genetic changes (Cooper et al. 2003; Travisano et al. 1995;

Wichman et al. 1999). Less is known about the degree of

parallelism underlying the convergence of complex,
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polygenic characters, such as behaviors (Bult and Lynch

1996). If independent lines subjected to quasi-natural

selection (Fry 2003) converge on similar behavioral phe-

notypes, crossing experiments can determine whether

parallel genetic changes mediated adaptation to the new

environment. Line crosses also reveal the relative contri-

butions of additivity, dominance, and epistasis in the

divergence of lines occupying ancestral and novel envi-

ronments (Rego et al. 2007; Tucić and Šešlija 2007).

In this study, we used line-cross analysis to examine the

genetic architecture underlying convergent evolution of

egg-laying behavior in the seed beetle Callosobruchus

maculatus (F.) (Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae: Bruchinae).

By detecting and avoiding seeds that already bear eggs,

ovipositing females of C. maculatus produce non-random,

uniform distributions of eggs among seeds, and reduce the

severity of competition experienced by larval offspring

(Messina and Renwick 1985). This behavior, often referred

to as host discrimination, has evolved many times among

insects whose larvae develop in small, discrete hosts (Nufio

and Papaj 2001). The level of host discrimination varies

among populations of C. maculatus (Messina 1989; Mes-

sina and Mitchell 1989), possibly because of concomitant

variation in the sizes of host seeds and the competitiveness

of co-occurring larvae (Messina 1991; Smith and Lessells

1985; Tuda and Iwasa 1998). Replicate lines of an Asian

beetle population switched from a small host [mung bean,

Vigna radiata (L.) Wilczek] to a large one [cowpea, V.

unguiculata (L.) Walp] for [40 generations evolved

increased acceptance of occupied seeds and reduced the

uniformity of egg distributions (Messina and Karren 2003).

By crossing each line switched to the novel host with a line

kept on the ancestral host, we examined the parallelism of

genetic architecture underlying the evolution of reduced

host discrimination. We also crossed the mung-bean

adapted Asian population with a cowpea-adapted African

population that displays poor host discrimination (Messina

and Karren 2003). We could thus compare the genetic

architecture underlying an experimentally induced diver-

gence with the architecture underlying differences between

geographic populations (Fox et al. 2004b).

Materials and methods

Beetle populations and hosts

The Asian population was established from infested mung

beans in southern India (henceforth, SI; Mitchell 1991).

The African population was derived from cowpea seeds in

Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso (henceforth, BF; Messina

1993). Both populations had been maintained in the

laboratory on their ancestral hosts for [100 generations

prior to the original selection experiment, and were thus

likely to have reached genetic equilibrium with respect to

the laboratory environment (Harshman and Hoffmann

2000). Laboratory conditions provide a reasonably close

approximation of the ‘natural’ environment of C. macula-

tus, which has infested human stores of grain legumes for

thousands of years and displays specific traits for exploiting

grain-legume seeds both in the field and in storage (Tuda

et al. 2006).

The original selection experiment is described in Mes-

sina and Karren (2003) and Messina (2004a). Two

generations before the start of the experiment, the SI stock

population was expanded by placing [1,500 adults into

each of four jars containing &750 g of uninfested mung

beans. Emerging adults were then used to establish six

independent lines with [2,000 newly emerged adults per

line. Three lines were maintained on the ancestral, mung

bean host (SI-mung), and three were switched to cowpea

(designated SI-cowpea replicates A, B and C). Subsequent

generations were formed by adding 1,500–2,500 adults to

&750 g of seeds (about 12,500 mung beans or 3,500

cowpeas). We maintained stock cultures and conducted the

selection experiment in a growth chamber at 24 ± 1�C and

constant light. Assays of host discrimination behavior were

conducted after 42–54 generations; each demonstrated

divergence of the mung and cowpea lines (Messina and

Karren 2003). The crosses described below were conducted

after lines had been maintained on their respective hosts for

116 generations.

Line cross experimental design

At generation 117, we performed four types of crosses. One

set of crosses, between the SI-mung and BF populations,

was used to quantify the genetic architecture underlying

differences between geographic populations adapted to

different hosts (Fox et al. 2004b). The second set, between

each of the three SI-cowpea lines and the SI-mung line,

employed the same design, and was performed simulta-

neously in the same growth chamber. For simplicity, we

present experimental details only for the crosses

between generalized P1 and P2 lines; the actual crosses

were SI-mung 9 BF, SI-mung 9 SI-cowpea replicate A,

SI-mung 9 SI-cowpea replicate B, and SI-mung 9

SI-cowpea replicate C).

P1 and P2 beetles were mated to produce F1, F2 and

backcross progeny. Crosses were created over three gen-

erations so that all beetles could be scored simultaneously

in the final generation (Fox et al. 2004a, b). The first

generation consisted of only purebred parental beetles

(P1 and P2). For the second generation, emerging females
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were either mated with a male from the same line, or were

mated with a male from the other line to create F1 hybrids.

All crosses were performed reciprocally as diagrammed in

Bieri and Kawecki (2003). Thus, F1 offspring were

obtained from both P1 $ 9 P2 # and P2 $ 9 P1 # crosses

(=F1 and F1R, respectively). For generation three, we cre-

ated 14 crosses: two purebreds, two F1 crosses (F1 and

F1R), two F2 crosses (F1$ 9 F1 #, F1R $ 9 F1R #), four P1

backcrosses (P1 $ 9 F1 #, P1 $ 9 F1R #, F1 $ 9 P1 #, F1R

$ 9 P1 #) and four P2 backcrosses (P2 $ 9 F1 #, P2

$ 9 F1R #, F1 $ 9 P2 #, F1R $ 9 P2 #). Reciprocal

crosses allowed us to test for maternal-genetic, Y-chro-

mosome, and cytoplasmic effects on line-cross means.

We established a minimum of 10 mating pairs for each

of the 14 crosses within each of the four cross types.

Because cytoplasmic and Y-chromosome effects were not

significant in any type of cross, we pooled reciprocal

crosses that differed only in these effects. This reduced the

number of crosses from 14 to 9, and yielded a minimum of

25 pairs per cross (the mean number was 61 pairs). Matings

were performed in 35-mm Petri dishes containing &35

mung bean seeds, with one mated pair per dish (isolated

from all other pairs). Females were allowed to mate and

oviposit for 48 h, after which the parents were discarded.

Seeds bearing a single egg were isolated in 35 m Petri

dishes (one egg per dish) and reared to adult. Thus, all

offspring larvae developed without competition, and

emerging adults were unmated and of known parents. All

offspring developed at 25�C and 15:9 light:dark in a single

growth chamber. We used mung bean as the rearing host

because larval survivorship is high on this host for both the

SI and BF populations (Stillwell et al. 2007). The positions

of dishes in the chamber were rotated daily. Prior to

emergence, two offspring per family were randomly des-

ignated for estimating egg dispersion.

Egg dispersion among parental and hybrid females

Egg dispersion was measured in 60-mm Petri dishes con-

taining 30 cowpea seeds. Each unmated female was

collected within 24 h of adult emergence, and was paired

with a random non-sibling male from the same cross type.

This design does not allow us to disentangle male from

female effects on oviposition behavior, but we had no

a priori reason to expect a significant effect of the source of

the male (Messina 1989; Messina and Slade 1997).

Females were allowed to oviposit for *24 h.

Each female’s distribution of eggs was scored using the

uniformity index (U) of Messina and Mitchell (1989). This

index depends on a female’s frequency of ‘‘mistakes,’’

which is defined as the number of eggs that would need to

be transferred among seeds to convert the observed dis-

tribution to most uniform distribution possible (for a given

number of eggs on 30 seeds). This observed number of

mistakes is then compared to the expected number of

mistakes committed by a hypothetical female that laid eggs

randomly, i.e., according to a Poisson distribution.

U = (expected mistakes–observed mistakes)/expected

mistakes. The index usually ranges between 0 and 1, where

0 represents a random distribution and 1 represents a

completely uniform one. U will be\0 if a female tends to

aggregate eggs among seeds. Because random and uniform

distributions become indistinguishable when mean egg

number is low (the sampling variance in U increases with

decreasing fecundity), we included in the analyses only

females that laid [10 eggs. U scores were obtained for

either one or two females per family. When two females

were used per family, scores were averaged to control for

the non-independence of sisters. U scores were obtained for

a total 2,715 females, which were nearly evenly divided

across cross types.

Genetic analysis

Composite genetic effects on line means were estimated as

in Lynch and Walsh (1998). We used the genetic model of

Kearsey and Pooni (1996), which has the parameterization

described in Table 1 and uses the expected mean of F?

offspring as a point of reference. The parameterization of

this model differs only slightly from that described by

Lynch and Walsh (1998), who use expected phenotype of

F2 offspring as a point of reference. The two models can be

easily translated to alternate parameterizations (Basford

and De Lacy 1979).

We tested goodness of fit to genetic models using the

weighted residual sums of squares (Bradshaw and Hol-

zapfel 2000). The weighted residual sums of squares is

RSSw ¼
Xk

i¼1

e2
i

SE2
i

where k is the number of crosses, ei
2 is the difference

between the observed and predicted composite genetic

effects, and SEi
2 are the standard errors of the estimated

composite genetic effects (Bieri and Kawecki 2003; Lynch

and Walsh 1998). For normally distributed data RSSw is v2-

distributed with degrees of freedom equal to the number of

lines minus the number of parameters in the model. A

significant v2 indicates that the fitted model was inadequate

to explain the observed line cross means. Because we are

interested in eight different parameters [additive (a),

dominance (d), additive 9 additive epistasis (a2), addi-

tive 9 dominance epistasis (ad), dominance 9 dominance

epistasis (d2), an additive genetic maternal effect (ma), a

dominance genetic maternal effect (md), and a cytoplasmic

effect (c)] there are 28 or 256 possible models. Traditional
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joint-scaling techniques avoid the need to compare all

models by adding parameters sequentially, starting with

additivity, then adding dominance, then epistasis, etc., until

line means predicted by the model no longer differ from the

observed means (based on the comparison of RSSw to a v2

distribution, as described above) (Bradshaw and Holzapfel

2000; Mather and Jinks 1982). However, the order in which

terms are introduced into the model affects the ability to

detect effects added later and this technique does not

always produce the most parsimonious model. We used

Akaike’s information criterion to find the most parsimo-

nious model (following Bieri and Kawecki 2003; see

Burnham and Anderson 1998, 2004). This technique

chooses a model that is the best compromise between the

amount of variance explained and the number of parame-

ters in the model. The model with the lowest AIC is most

parsimonious, where AIC = -2 ln(L) ? 2K, where L is the

log-likelihood of the model given the data and K is the

number of parameters fitted in the model. Bieri and Ka-

wecki (2003) showed that AIC = RSSw ? 2K ? constant.

The constant is the same for all models and thus need not

be calculated to compare different genetic models.

Because the number of possible models is large, we first

reduced the number of candidate models. Y-chromosome

and cytoplasmic effects were not significant, so were

dropped from subsequent analyses. This allowed us to

reduce the means of the 14 crosses to 9 means by pooling

the two F2 crosses (F1 $ 9 F1 #, F1R $ 9 F1R #) into a

single F2, P1 $ 9 F1 # and P1 $ 9 F1R # into B1, F1

$ 9 P1 # and F1R $ 9 P1 # into B1R, P2 $ 9 F1 # and P2

$ 9 F1R # into B2 and F1 $ 9 P2 # and F1R $ 9 P2 # into

B2R (Table 1). To further reduce the number of candidate

models, we pooled the three forms of digenic epistasis and

compared eight models for each trait (following Bieri and

Kawecki 2003): a model with only the overall mean (l0),

an additive model (l0 ? a), a dominance model (l0 ? d),

an epistasis model (l0 ? a2 ? ad ? d2), an additive-

dominance model (l0 ? a ? d), an additive-epistasis

model (l0 ? a ? a2 ? ad ? d2), a dominance-epistasis

model (l0 ? d ? a 2 ? ad ? d2) and an additive-domi-

nance-epistasis model (l0 ? a ? d ? a2 ? ad ? d2). We

chose the model with the lowest AIC as most parsimoni-

ous. A difference in AIC of \2 between a reduced and

expanded model (DAIC) is considered weak support that the

additional term(s) significantly improves the fit of the

model (Burnham and Anderson 2004). Thus, when two

models differed in AIC by \2, the reduced model was

considered most parsimonious. Only if the most parsimo-

nious model included epistasis did we expand our model

into all possible models including the three forms of di-

genic epistasis. For example, if the additive-epistasis model

was most parsimonious, we expanded this into the fol-

lowing seven models, l0 ? a ? a2, l0 ? a ? ad,

l0 ? a ? d2, l0 ? a ? a2 ? ad, l0 ? a ? a2 ? d2,

l0 ? a ? ad ? d2, and l0 ? a ? a2 ? ad ? d2, and

again chose the model with the lowest AIC as our most

parsimonious.

It is possible that the most parsimonious model includes

parameters that contribute little, such that removing the

parameter would not significantly decrease the fit of the

model. We used a likelihood-ratio test to determine whe-

ther the removal of individual terms significantly reduced

Table 1 The parameter coefficients used for calculating composite genetic effects

Cross label Parents of cross l0 a d a2 ad d2 ma md c Y

P1 P1 9 P1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1

P2 P2 9 P2 1 -1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 -1 -1

F1 P1 9 P2 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 -1

F1R P2 9 P1 1 0 1 0 0 1 -1 0 -1 1

F2 (P1 9 P2) 9 (P1 9 P2) 1 0 0.5 0 0 0.25 0 1 1 -1

F2R (P2 9 P1) 9 (P2 9 P1) 1 0 0.5 0 0 0.25 0 1 -1 1

B1a P1 9 (P1 9 P2) 1 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.25 1 0 1 -1

B1b P1 9 (P2 9 P1) 1 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.25 1 0 1 1

B1Ra (P1 9 P2) 9 P1 1 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.25 0 1 1 1

B1Rb (P2 9 P1) 9 P1 1 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.25 0 1 -1 1

B2a P2 9 (P1 9 P2) 1 -0.5 0.5 0.25 -0.25 0.25 -1 0 -1 -1

B2b P2 9 (P2 9 P1) 1 -0.5 0.5 0.25 -0.25 0.25 -1 0 -1 1

B2Ra (P1 9 P2) 9 P2 1 -0.5 0.5 0.25 -0.25 0.25 0 1 1 -1

B2Rb (P2 9 P1) 9 P2 1 -0.5 0.5 0.25 -0.25 0.25 0 1 -1 -1

l0, mean; a, additive; d, dominance; a2, additive-additive epistasis; ad, additive-dominance epistasis; d2, dominance–dominance epistasis; ma,

additive-genetic maternal; md, dominance genetic maternal; c, cytoplasmic; Y, y chromosome. Table modified from (Gilchrist and Partridge

1999)
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the fit of the model (Lynch and Walsh 1998). The degree of

reduced fit of the model is estimated as K = RSSw(reduced

model) - RSSw(full model). The parameter K is v2-distributed

at large sample sizes, with degrees of freedom equal to the

difference in the number of parameters in the two models.

A primary goal of this study was to compare composite

genetic effects among the different types of crosses, i.e., to

establish whether the genetic architecture underlying line

differences was itself similar among cross types. To do

this, we fit a common model to each type of cross (a model

including all effects significant in either cross) and then

compared the estimated composite genetic effects using a

Wald Chi-square test, where v2 = (b1-b2)2/[SE(b1)2 ? -

SE(b2)2], where b1 and b2 are the composite genetic effects

in each environment and SE(b1) and SE(b2) are the stan-

dard errors of those composite genetic effects (Allison

1995; Fox et al. 2004a, b). The sum of the Wald v2 pro-

vides a test of whether two models are different; the sum is

v2 distributed with K degrees of freedom, where K is the

number of parameters in the model (not the sum of the

number of parameters in the two models being compared).

Because parameter estimates are sensitive to which

parameters are included in the model, we compared models

with the same parameterization. For example, if a param-

eter was significantly different from zero in only one of the

two models to be compared, it was nonetheless included in

both models for the purpose of hypothesis testing. The line

difference in l0 was not included in this analysis. However,

the difference in U between the two parental populations in

a cross does affect estimates of the composite genetic

effects and thus affects the hypothesis tests. We corrected

for differences in U between lines by dividing the com-

posite genetic effects and their standard errors by the

difference between the two parental lines, before calcu-

lating v2, so that the composite effects were a proportion of

the difference between the two parental lines in the cross.

This difference was 0.408 for the SI-mung 9 BF cross,

and 0.354, 0.341, and 0.294 for replicates A, B and C,

(respectively) of the SI-mung 9 SI-cowpea crosses.

Results

Population differences

We first compared egg distributions produced by females

from lines that had spent 116 generations on cowpea (SI-

cowpea) with those produced by females from lines

maintained on mung bean (SI-mung). As expected from the

earlier results, SI-cowpea females laid eggs much less

uniformly than did SI-mung females (Fig. 1; F1,4 = 174,

P \ 0.001). Mean U scores of SI-cowpea females con-

verged toward those of BF females (whose ancestral host is

cowpea), but the former group still produced slightly more

uniform distributions (F1,4 = 14.1, P = 0.02). We found

no significant variation among replicate lines within any of

the three populations (F \ 1.52, P [ 0.22 for each

population).

Genetic architecture of population differences

The three SI-cowpea lines were independently evolving

populations, and thus they represent true replicates of

potential differentiation from the ancestral population.

However, the three replicates of the SI-mung and BF

populations were arbitrarily defined when we initiated the

line crosses because a defined set of beetles needed to be

crossed to each of the three SI-cowpea lines. We thus

pooled the three SI-mung and BF lines in Fig. 1 for

assessing the inheritance of behavioral differences between

SI-mung and BF.

The AIC most parsimonious model for the genetic dif-

ference between the SI-mung population and the BF

population included only the composite genetic effects of

overall mean (l0), additive (a), dominance (d), and addi-

tive 9 additive epistasis (a2) (Fig. 2a; Table 2). Deletion

of either dominance or additive 9 additive epistasis terms

from the model significantly reduced the fit to the data

(v2
1 ¼ 6:65;P ¼ 0:01; and v2

1 ¼ 6:71;P ¼ 0:01; respec-

tively). These results are largely consistent with previous

crosses that examined differences between these popula-

tions; significant dominance (d) was detected in all

previous crosses, and additive 9 additive epistasis (a2) was

detected in two of four previous crosses (Fox et al. 2004a).

Population
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Fig. 1 Mean egg dispersion scores (U ? SE) of females in lines of

the SI-mung, SI-cowpea, and BF populations (see text). SI-mung

represents SI lines maintained on the ancestral host, whereas SI-

cowpea represents SI lines switched from the ancestral host to a new

host (cowpea) 116 generations prior to this study. Cowpea is the

ancestral host of the BF lines. A U score of 1 signifies a completely

uniform dispersion; 0 signifies a random (Poisson) distribution
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Dominance similarly contributed to the genetic differ-

entiation of the SI-cowpea lines from the SI-mung

population; dominance was present in two of the three AIC

best fit models (in crosses involving SI-cowpea replicates B

and C). Formal comparisons indicated that genetic archi-

tectures underlying differences in egg dispersion were

similar, but not identical, among the three types of crosses.

The genetic architecture underlying the difference between

SI-cowpea line B and SI-mung did not differ from the

architecture underlying the divergence of SI-cowpea line C

and SI-mung v2
2 ¼ 1:0;P ¼ 0:59

� �
: However, the genetic

architecture that accounted for the divergence between

SI-cowpea line A and SI-mung differed from the architec-

ture underlying the divergence of SI-cowpea line C and

SI-mung v2
3 ¼ 8:0;P ¼ 0:046

� �
; and the difference between

the architecture underlying this cross and the genetic

architecture that accounted for the divergence of the

SI-cowpea line B and SI-mung approached significance

v2
3 ¼ 6:2;P ¼

�
0:10Þ: In both cases, the effect of dominance

was significant in crosses involving SI-cowpea lines B and

C, but not in the cross involving line A. That dominance did

not contribute to the line differences in crosses involving

line A was further indicated by two observations: (1) adding

dominance to the AIC best fit model (l0 ? a ? dd) did not

significantly improve the fit of the model, and (2) adding

dominance to the strictly additive model (l0 ? a) did not

improve the fit of the model (this is equivalent to adding

dominance instead of dd epistasis to the reduced model;

replacing dd epistasis with dominance significantly reduced

the fit of the model to the data relative to the AIC best fit

model in Table 2). Epistasis was also significant in the cross

involving line A, but not in crosses involving lines B and C.

The above comparisons provided mixed results with

respect to whether decreased host discrimination in the

three cowpea lines occurred via similar genetic mecha-

nisms. A second way to look for genetic parallelism is to

formally compare the genetic architecture underlying dif-

ferences between the SI-mung and cowpea lines with the

architecture underlying the difference between the SI-

mung and BF lines. Differences between the SI-mung and

cowpea lines were produced by laboratory selection,

whereas the SI-mung and BF lines are derived from geo-

graphically distant populations on different hosts. For SI-

cowpea lines B and C, the genetic architecture estimated

from the SI-cowpea 9 SI-mung crosses did not differ from

the estimated genetic architecture underlying the SI-

mung 9 BF cross v2
3 \ 0:73;P [ 0:86

� �
� However, the

estimated genetic architecture of the cross between SI-

mung and SI-cowpea line A differed significantly from the

architecture underlying the SI-mung 9 BF cross

v2
3 ¼ 12:6;P ¼ 0:006

� �
; the latter cross was characterized

by greater effects of dominance v2
1 ¼ 3:5;P ¼ 0:06

� �
and

epistasis v2
1 ¼ 12:6;P\0:001

� �
: In contrast, the relative

effects of dominance and epistasis did not differ signifi-

cantly when the other two crosses (SI-mung 9 SI-cowpea

lines B or C) were compared to the SI-mung 9 BF cross

v2
1\0:30;P [ 0:58

� �
after fitting a common model.

Discussion

When three lines were switched from the small mung-bean

host to the large cowpea host and allowed to adapt to this

new host for 116 generations, each evolved a similar
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reduction in the level of host discrimination (Fig. 1) (Mes-

sina and Karren 2003). Line-cross results reported here

suggest that parallel genetic mechanisms were responsible

for convergence of cowpea-adapted lines B and C toward

less uniform egg-laying, but the evolution of lower host

discrimination in cowpea line A involved additional or

distinct genetic changes. Thus, even when lines subjected to

quasi-natural selection are all recently derived from the

same ancestral stock, convergent phenotypic evolution may

be accomplished via different genetic mechanisms (reviews

by Arendt and Reznick 2008; Wood et al. 2005).

All of our crosses indicated significant non-additive

genetic effects underlying evolved differences in host dis-

crimination. Non-additive genetic effects on animal

behaviors are commonly detected in behavioral studies;

indeed, an influence of dominance and/or epistasis on phe-

notypic variation in behavior appears to be the rule more than

the exception (Mackay 2008; Meffert et al. 2002). However,

few studies have quantified the relative contributions of

different types of non-additivity, or have examined how the

contribution of non-additivity varies among distinct evolu-

tionary events. We detected non-additive genetic effects in

all crosses, but the relative contributions of dominance and

epistasis differed among crosses. Most crosses (all except the

SI-mung A 9 SI-cowpea) exhibited dominance of higher

host discrimination over reduced host discrimination.

However, we did not detect any dominance deviation in the

SI-mung A 9 SI-cowpea cross. This cross also differed

from the rest in being the only one for which d2 epistasis was

detected; no epistasis was detected in either of the crosses

between SI-cowpea and the other two SI-mung lines.

The line crosses also revealed that the genetic archi-

tecture underlying the divergence of the ancestral mung-

adapted line from two of the cowpea lines (B and C) was

not statistically different than the architecture underlying

the naturally-evolved divergence of the mung-bean adapted

population (SI population from Asia) and the cowpea-

adapted population (BF population from Africa). Thus,

three independent evolutionary divergences (two experi-

mental and one natural), associated with differences in host

use (mung vs. cowpea), exhibited similar underlying

genetic architecture, whereas the genetic architecture

underlying a fourth independent evolutionary divergence

(SI-cowpea line A) differed. This variation suggests that

the relative contributions of additivity, dominance and

epistasis to population differences are somewhat predict-

able but not absolute; i.e., one particular genetic

architecture was most likely to underlie adaptive evolution

to an alternate host, but alternative genetic architectures

can also underlie the evolution of egg dispersion. Whether

parallel declines in host discrimination resulted from

changes in few or many loci, they did not all arise from the

same allelic substitutions.

Alternative paths of evolutionary change may be

expected for animal behaviors, which are typically poly-

genic, composite traits (Price and Schluter 1991) that can

be strongly influenced by non-additive genetic effects and

genotype-by-environment interactions (Craig et al. 2001;

Keese 1996; Meffert et al. 2002; Tucić and Šešlija 2007).

In this study, how a female allocates her eggs among seeds

was represented by a single U score and treated as if it were

a single trait, but host discrimination likely depends on

several constituent traits, including (1) the composition of a

female’s marking pheromone (Credland and Wright 1990),

(2) the amount of pheromone she deposits, (3) her sensi-

tivity to pheromone presence on occupied seeds (Messina

et al. 1991), and (4) her foraging habits, all of which

determine the thoroughness by which she inspects potential

hosts (Horng et al. 1999). Changes in any of these traits (or

others) can mediate ‘‘sloppier’’ egg-laying. Identifying

Table 2 Most parsimonious models and composite genetic effects contributing to differences in egg dispersion (U scores) between Calloso-
bruchus maculatus populations

Egg dispersion SI-mung 9 BF SI-mung 9 SI-cowpea A SI-mung 9 SI-cowpea B SI-mung 9 SI-cowpea C

l0 0.629 ± 0.033 0.579 ± 0.016 0.557 ± 0.018 0.599 ± 0.018

a 0.218 ± 0.009 0.168 ± 0.019 0.168 ± 0.018 0.147 ± 0.018

d 0.012 ± 0.005 – 0.057 ± 0.032a 0.089 ± 0.028

a2 -0.091 ± 0.036 – – –

ad – – – –

d2 – 0.064 ± 0.030 – –

v2 4.78 NS 4.79 NS 1.62 NS 8.65 NS

SI-mung, the Asian population maintained on the ancestral host, mung bean; SI-cowpea (A–C), lines shifted to cowpea. BF, the African

population maintained on cowpea

Model parameters: l0, mean; a, additive; d, dominance; a2, additive-additive epistasis; ad, additive-dominance epistasis; d2, dominance-

dominance epistasis; v2, goodness of fit of the model to the real data—a low v2 indicates a better fit

v2 values are presented for the best fit model; NS indicates that the model adequately explains the data
a A parameter in the most parsimonious model whose deletion did not significantly reduce the fit of the model to the observed line means
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which traits are most responsible for the divergence of the

cowpea and mung-bean lines could be pursued through

systematic, continuous observations of foraging females

from the SI-mung and cowpea lines, as well as through

assays that compare female responses to occupied seeds

that bear SI-mung or SI-cowpea eggs (Parr et al. 1996).

The Callosobruchus-legume association provides an

excellent model system for examining the experimental

evolution of a variety of behavioral, morphological, phys-

iological, and life-history traits (Fricke and Arnqvist 2007;

Messina and Karren 2003; Wasserman and Futuyma 1981).

Laboratory populations appear to maintain selectable var-

iation in most characters examined (Credland 1987;

Kawecki 1995), and artificial or quasi-natural selection

experiments can establish multiple lines that simulta-

neously adapt to the same novel challenges (Messina

2004a, b; Tuda and Iwasa 1998). In addition, geographic

populations can be highly divergent for fitness-related

characters (Messina and Mitchell 1989; Mitchell 1990),

and line crosses can establish the genetic architecture of

population differentiation (Bieri and Kawecki 2003; Fox

et al. 2004a, b). Unfortunately, C. maculatus does not at

present have a well-characterized genome. Unraveling this

genome should produce abundant insights into the genetics

of adaptation, and in particular the mechanisms and fre-

quency of parallel evolution.
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